SmartLedger Insurance Consortium

A New Era of Blockchain Insurance Business Models
Insurance business operating models now struggle to keep pace with market
demands, Insurtech and new customer expectations…
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Many organisations struggle to agree the
right strategy for dealing with Blockchain
Distributed Ledger Technologies…

“A shortage of
expertise and
resources makes it
difficult to build inhouse teams”

Introducing SmartLedger

Shortage, key Blockchain expertise and

Insurance Consortium (SLIC)…

resources remain in short supply that

Supporting the Insurance market to

acquiring the right talent and expertise to

develop the next generation insurance

test and develop Blockchain thinking.

business models and products using
Blockchain technologies as the physical
and digital worlds come together. A
unique collaborative environment that
fosters innovation, that helps solve
industry wide issues and sharing of
information.
SLIC is a mutualisation model used
successfully in other consortiums
delivering an opportunity to explore and
experiment with Distributed Ledger
technology (DLT) and formally develop
and deploy strategies.
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often means organisations have difficulty

SLIC has an experienced team of
Blockchain practitioners, developers and
experts that have hands on experience
of designing and building production
Blockchain solutions and writing Smart
Contracts.
SLIC membership offers access to
SmartLedger Labs, development teams,
cryptographers and coders, partnerships
with academia and access to the
Ethereum communities.
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Insurance Industry Issues and

benefit from digital technologies,

Challenges…

increasing the use of smart mobile

The insurance industry has singularly failed

payments and reduced duplication of

to work together and share information

effort, risk and exposure.

that would help reduce Fraud and speed
up Claims processing. Insurance has
been inherently slow to adopt new
technologies and now Blockchain
threatens to expose the broad industry

that gain competitive advantage by

focus on:

are looking for lifestyle support, protection

capabilities of communities;

and an integrated set of services

Blockchain Experts, Insurers,

available for all insurance needs on a

Academia and Technology

single platform.
The industry relies upon a System of

•

Remove frictional cost across
market participants

•

Drive market transformation

•

Explore a new generation of
Insurance products

•

Share effort and investment

•

Understand the connected world

Record where each market participant

of Insurance, sensors, cyber and

holds a duplicate information held on

other new technologies – AI, IoT,

unsecure mutable databases that

Deep Learning and Cognitive

nobody trusts.

computing.

Insurers are looking for innovation to
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corporate investment-banking sector.

industry models on the Blockchain with a

“By harnessing the collective

SmartLedger.io

model, very popular within the retail and

vulnerable to new entrants and insurers

Customers have higher expectations and

Nick Ayton

is a mutualisation of effort and investment

Objective: a joint effort to create new

Technologies.

things”…

SmartLedger Insurance Consortium (SLIC)

inefficiencies. Leaving the sector

embracing new Distributed Ledger

Partners we can achieve great

platforms, better fraud detection, faster
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Membership Benefits:
•

Blockchain meet ups

•

Office at SmartLedger 199 Bishopsgate, City of London

•

Knowledge Pools & Shared Information

•

Development & Testing SmartLedger Labs facilities

•

Proof of Concepts and Prototyping

•

Smart Contract - Development & Implementations

•

Developers, Coders and Cryptographers

•

Ethereum Expertise

•

Established links with Academia

•

Interoperability testing with other technologies

•

IoT Sensors
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Blockchain Basics
Immutability No third party can

Cryptographic Security

Zero Downtime Distributed

change the information about a

Information remains secure with a

Ledger Technologies never go

policy, the cover or risk profile

combination of permissions and

down and the Dapps as Smart

once it is written to the digital

private access, securing identity

Contracts are always available

ledger

and all transactions

Trust Reference Data information

Peer 2 Peer Network that

that automates functions as a

becomes trusted and reliable

enforces the relationship between

new Distributed application layer

reducing the need for audit and

Insuree and Insurer highlighting

compliance.

policy terms and thresholds

Corruption Proof The Blockchain

Smart Wallet New Customer

assets and things with information

is resistant to parties acting in

Experiences delivered through

written to Smart Contracts

collusion and together against the

secure BIO secure devices

executed on the Blockchain,

interest of the Insuree and Insurer

supporting faster payments and

supporting advanced telematics

automation of Claims

to support an M2M world

Smart Contracts business logic

Internet of Things (IoT) smart
sensors that connect physical
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spanning 25 years in
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he created a market leading
Self Service pension Platform in
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An author of many articles,
Nick presents at leading
Blockchain Events – Quantech
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SmartLedger is a leading Top
30 Blockchain company in Rise
100. A technology agnostic
Blockchain solutions company
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the Ethereum based
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